
 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  File No. SR-NYSEARCA-2023-58  
 
FROM: David Remus  

Office of Market Supervision, Division of Trading and Markets  
 
DATE:  October 24, 2023  
 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Hashdex re: Hashdex Bitcoin ETF  
__________________________________________________________________________  
 
On October 13, 2023, David Shillman, Eric Juzenas, Molly Kim, Sarah Schandler, Stacia 
Sowerby, and David Remus from the Division of Trading and Markets participated in a meeting 
with the following individuals: 
 
 Bruno Caratori, Hashdex 
 Samir Kerbage, Hashdex 
 Julia Castelo Branco, Hashdex 
 Michael Venuto, Tidal Financial Group 
 Thomas Champion, NYSE Arca, Inc. 
 Peter J. Shea, K&L Gates, LLP 
 
The discussion concerned NYSE Arca, Inc.’s proposed rule change to list and trade shares of the 
Hashdex Bitcoin ETF under NYSE Arca Rule 8.500-E. Hashdex also provided the attached 
presentation. 



U.S. Securities and Exchan e Commission Presentation
October 13, 2023



Hashdex launched the 
world’s first crypto index ETF 

and is one o  the lar est 
crypto asset mana ers. 

Nasdaq partnered with 
Hashdex to co-develop the 
Nasdaq Crypto Index (NCI), 

a bellwether benchmark.

5,700+
advisor re istrants 
or the Di ital 

Assets course 

 14
crypto ETPs 
across seven 
countries

200k+
lobal 

investors*

380m+
USD (AUM)*

* As o  September 30, 2023.

About Hashdex

Our mission is to open the 
crypto ecosystem to 

investors throu h 
best-in-class products.

We empower investors 
throu h education with 

initiatives like the Nasdaq 
Academy: Di ital Assets.
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We believe our filing addresses the Commission’s stated 
concerns regarding price manipulation that have been raised 

in past spot bitcoin ETF rejections.

Our goal today is to explain why we believe the unique features 
of our filing resolve these concerns and provide major 

safeguards for investors.



Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF

1. The proposed chan es are unique because the Fund will 
buy physical bitcoin rom a re ulated market, the CME, 
and it will be entirely reliant on CME pricin .

2. The proposed strate y builds on the Commission’s 
Teucrium Order and its existin  uidance re ardin  
tradin  bitcoin utures ETPs.  

3. The strate y has several additional components to 
prevent market manipulation, includin  meetin  the 
same surveillance standards as the entire CME Market.

A novel proposal, building upon SEC guidance

    The Teucrium Order and the Si nificant Market Test*

The Commission defines a "si nificant market" or 
commodity ETPs as one where manipulation would likely 
require tradin  on that market (Pron  1) and where the 
ETP's tradin  does not si nificantly impact prices (Pron  2). 

The Teucrium Order waives the need to prove Pron  1 i  a 
bitcoin utures ETP shares surveillance and trades assets 
on the same re ulated market.

The order also a firms the CME market's readiness or 
bitcoin utures ETPs, notin  the market is “su ficiently 
developed” and there is no disruption or dominant influence 
rom bitcoin utures ETFs on settlement prices, spreads, or 

roll costs, ne atin  the need to prove Pron  2.



Agenda
• About the Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF (DEFI)

• Proposed Chan es to the Fund's Strate y

• Si nificant Market Test
– What is the relevant re ulated market?
– Would a potential manipulator have to trade on that market?
– Is the Fund the dominant influence on prices in that market?

• Conclusion

Summary



The Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF



Overview of the Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF

Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF

Be ore A ter

Fund Name Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF 
(previously Teucrium Bitcoin Futures Fund)

Hashdex Bitcoin ETF

Benchmark Avera e o  the closin  settlement prices or the 
first to expire and second to expire bitcoin utures 
contracts listed on the CME

Nasdaq Bitcoin Re erence Rate ("NQBTCS")

Holdin s ● Bitcoin Futures Contracts traded on CME 
Bitcoin Futures Market

● Cash and Cash Equivalents

● Bitcoin Futures Contracts traded on CME 
Bitcoin Futures Market

● Physical Bitcoin traded on CME Bitcoin Futures 
Market (Exchan e or Physical Transactions), 
subject to Investment Restrictions

● Cash and Cash Equivalents

Si nificant 
Market

CME Bitcoin Futures Market 
(the only market which the proposed ETP trades its non-cash assets)

Source o  pricin  
or NAV Bitcoin Futures Contracts on CME

Creation/
Redemption 
Process

Cash Creations and Redemptions

● On April 6, 2022 the Commission 
approved the listin  and tradin  o  
the Teucrium Bitcoin Futures Fund. 

● The Fund’s name was chan ed to 
the Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF 
(DEFI) shortly therea ter.

● However, as its name indicates, 
DEFI continues to hold only bitcoin 
utures and cash/cash equivalents.

● DEFI has been tradin  on NYSE 
Arca since September 15, 2022 and 
now proposes to chan e its 
investment strate y.  

● A Form S-1 has been submitted and 
DEFI will undertake urther 
transactions to e ect this chan e, 
workin  with the Division o  
Corporation Finance.



Proposed Changes to the Fund's Strategy



Hashdex's novel approach to 
mitigate the risk of manipulation

Proposed Chan es

Investment Strategy

Futures-based Pricing 
for Physical Bitcoin

Investment Restrictions

Physical Bitcoin Operations on a 
CFTC-Regulated Exchange

Cash Creations and 
Redemptions

● The Fund would invest in both physical bitcoin and bitcoin utures, enhancin  anti-manipulation measures and 
di erentiatin  itsel  rom other proposed ETFs that are limited to spot market.

● Physical bitcoin pricin  would be based on the CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts orward curve, eliminatin  
reliance on unre ulated spot markets.

● The Fund is proposin  dynamic investment restrictions on physical bitcoin holdin s, ensurin  that the CME 
remains its only si nificant market.

● The Fund would exclusively use Exchan e or Physical (EFP) transactions on the CME Bitcoin Futures Market to 
purchase and sell physical bitcoin, instead o  usin  unre ulated spot exchan es. 

● This means that the only non-cash assets held by the Fund (bitcoin utures contracts and bitcoin) are traded on 
CME such that NYSE Arca's surveillance-sharin  a reement with the CME can reasonably be relied upon to 
assist in detectin  and deterrin  raudulent or manipulative misconduct related to those assets.

● The Fund would exclusively use Cash Creations and Redemptions, deterrin  intraday price manipulation and 
potentially boostin  liquidity by attractin  market makers that can only trade on CME.



Our approach addresses the three key 
questions regarding a “significant market.”

What is the relevant re ulated market?Question 1

Would a potential manipulator have to trade on that re ulated market?Question 2

Is the Fund the dominant influence on prices in that market?Question 3

Proposed Chan es



What is the relevant regulated market? 

Question 1



What is the relevant regulated market? 

Proposed Chan es

Answer: The CME Bitcoin Futures Market.

The interpretation o  the term 
“market o  si nificant size” 
depends on the interrelationship 
between the market with which 
the listin  exchan e has a 
surveillance-sharin  a reement 
and the proposed ETP.

The core principle o  our 
approach is to structure the 
operation o  the Fund such 
that the re ulated market o  
si nificant size in relation to 
the Fund is the CME Market 
because it is the same market 
on which the Fund trades its 
non-cash assets.

The strate y aims to 
establish a comprehensive 
interrelationship between 
the CME Market and the 
Fund to unequivocally 
classi y the CME Market as 
the market o  si nificant size 
in relation to the ETP.

While the Fund may hold 
physical bitcoin, it does not 
rely on any in ormation or 
services rom unre ulated 
bitcoin spot exchan es. 
There ore, no spot bitcoin 
exchan e could be a 
“market o  relevant size” in 
relation to the Fund.

Question 1

Tt.The Fund’s core principle is to trade all non-cash assets held (i.e., bitcoin utures and physical bitcoin) on the CME Bitcoin Futures Market (which 
includes Exchan e or Physical transactions). This is the same market with which NYSE Arca has a surveillance-sharin  a reement.



Proposed Chan es What is the relevant re ulated market?  Answer: The CME Bitcoin Futures Market. Question 1

The Fund’s novel features underscore its 
significant interrelationship with the CME

Given these eatures o  the Fund, the CME Bitcoin Futures Market (which includes 
within it, EFP) is there ore the re ulated market o  si nificant size or the Fund.

CME Market or 
physical Bitcoin

● Acquires physical bitcoin 
via CME's EFP transactions.

● Exclusively trades bitcoin 
utures contracts and 

bitcoin via EFP.
● Non-cash assets traded on 

the same market that NYSE 
Arca has surveillance- 
sharin  a reement.

Futures-Based 
Pricin

● Physical bitcoin price or 
NAV is derived rom CME's 
bitcoin utures orward 
curve.

● Relies solely on CME's 
bitcoin utures settlement 
prices, with no influence 
rom outside the CME.

Dynamic Investment 
Restrictions

● Miti ates potential 
manipulation risks comin  rom 
outside the CME.

● Ensures that the CME is the 
sole "si nificant market" or 
the Fund.

Cash Creations & 
Redemptions

● Deters potential intraday share 
price manipulation.

● Physical bitcoin investment 
ali ns with tar et port olio 
exposure, not direct 
creation/redemptions.

1. 2. 3. 4. 



Proposed Chan es

● Exchan e or Physical (EFP) is a acility or the tradin  o  physical 
commodities available on the CME Bitcoin Futures Market.

● EFP transactions are private a reements between two parties to 
trade a utures position or the underlyin  asset.

● For the Fund, EFPs will be used to purchase and sell physical 
bitcoin by deliverin  or receivin  the equivalent utures position.

● EFPs transactions must be reported to the CME Market, subject to 
the CME’s market re ulation oversi ht.

● The same surveillance standards apply to EFP transactions as 
apply to the rest o  the CME Market.

Question 1

Overview of Exchange for Physical (EFP) transactions

● EFPs are market-neutral, with pricin  quoted in terms o  the 
di erence between the utures contract and the underlyin  bitcoin.

● Prices are dependent on the related bitcoin utures contracts and 
subject to the same CME Market Surveillance.

● EFP transactions are reviewed by CME’s Market Re ulation and 
cannot be priced o -market (CME’s Rule 538).

Pricing and Regulations

Mechanics o  an EFP Transaction

Party A Party B

OTC 
Plat orm

CME 

Buys

Sells

Bilaterally ne otiated

Buys

Sells

BTC Futures

Bitcoin

https://www.cmegroup.com/rulebook/files/cme-group-Rule-538.pdf


Proposed Chan es Question 1

Advantages of EFP transactions

Re ulated Environment
● EFPs occur on the CME, a re ulated 

exchan e.
● Intermediated by re ulated FCMs.
● Parties must maintain transaction 

records and cooperate with 
surveillance inquiries/investi ations.

1. Surveillance-Sharin  A reement
● NYSE Arca & CME are Intermarket 

Surveillance Group (ISG) members.
● Enhanced in ormation sharin  and 

investi ative cooperation.

2. Transparency
● EFPs are reported to CME.
● Prices subject to surveillance 

and review by CME.
● Increases visibility and deters 

manipulative practices.

3. 

Market-Neutrality
● EFPs maintain market balance.
● Reduces potential or exploitative 

manipulation.

4. Unpredictability
● Privately ne otiated EFPs.
● Less predictability deters manipulation 

attempts.

5. 

What is the relevant re ulated market?  Answer: The CME Bitcoin Futures Market.



Proposed Chan es

● Based on academic research,* we developed a 
pricin  methodolo y–the Futures-Based Spot 
Price (FBSP)–that creates a wei hted avera e o  
bitcoin utures settlement prices. 

● Our research has demonstrated that the 
correlation between the FBSP and spot bitcoin 
prices is reater than 99.9%.

● The FBSP is calculated usin  the CME Bitcoin 
Futures Contracts orward curve, which 
represents the relationship between the price o  a 
utures contract and its time to maturity.  

● FBSP is used as the physical bitcoin price or 
calculatin  the NAV and intraday Indicative Fund 
Value (IFV).

*The most relevant papers in this se ment are: Nelson, Charles R., and Andrew F. Sie el. "Parsimonious modelin  o  yield curves." Journal o  Business (1987) and 
Svensson, Lars EO. "Estimatin  and interpretin  orward interest rates: Sweden 1992-1994." (1994). 

What is the CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts orward curve? 
A orward curve shows the relationship between the prices o  utures contracts over 
di erent maturity dates, illustratin  the market's expectations o  uture prices.

Why does this matter?
The orward curve o  provides a oundation or the FBSP calculation, ensurin  a robust 
and hi hly correlated representation o  spot bitcoin prices. The structure o  the curve is 
also a key component that influences the spread on EFP transactions.

What is the relevant re ulated market?  Answer: The CME Bitcoin Futures Market. Question 1

NAV Determination: Regulated spot bitcoin price
FBSP - Futures-Based Spot Price

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/24103017_Parsimonious_Modeling_of_Yield_Curves
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=883856


Proposed Chan es

Example o  FBSP calculation on a specific day
Chart representin  the accuracy o  the FBSP 

compared to the Fund’s Benchmark Index

Question 1

● The methodolo y produces a spot price 
that is very accurate or determinin  the 
physical bitcoin price or the Fund.

● All in ormation required to replicate the 
methodolo y is oin  to be available 
daily on the Fund's website.

● The Fund will be tradin  physical bitcoin 
via EFPs on the CME Bitcoin Futures 
Market, so it’s more replicable than 
prices rom outside the CME.

● Market makers can hed e their exposure 
to the Fund by either tradin  physical 
bitcoin directly or tradin  the basket o  
utures contracts that represent the 

FBSP.

NAV Determination: 
Regulated spot bitcoin price
FBSP - Futures-Based Spot Price

What is the relevant re ulated market?  Answer: The CME Bitcoin Futures Market.



Would a potential manipulator have 
to trade on that regulated market? 

Question 2



Proposed Chan es

This proposal ollows the Teucrium Order: The CME is 
the only market where the und trades its non-cash 
assets. As a result…

● It is unnecessary or the listin  exchan e to 
establish a reasonable likelihood that the would-be 
manipulator would have to trade on CME to 
manipulate the proposed ETP, and

● It is unnecessary to establish a "lead-la " 
relationship between CME and non-CME markets.

Question 2

Would a potential manipulator have to trade on that regulated market?
Answer: Yes. The only way to e ectively manipulate the ETP is by manipulatin  the CME Market.

Because the Fund only trades on the CME, it can be 
reasonably assumed a potential manipulator would 
have to trade on this market.



Proposed Chan es Question 2

The Fund is designed so that manipulation attempts 
would require trading on the CME Market.

Futures-Based 
Pricin

● Physical bitcoin price 
derived rom CME 
utures orward curve.

● Manipulatin  the Fund's 
price requires directly 
influencin  CME's 
bitcoin utures curve.

● CME Market prices lead 
the Fund's NAV and 
market price.

Investment 
Restrictions

● Dynamic restrictions 
prevent the Fund’s 
physical bitcoin holdin s 
rom dominatin  the 

unre ulated spot markets.
● Ensures that the 

cost-benefit tradeo  o  
manipulatin  the Fund 
outside CME is not 
avorable.

Physical Bitcoin 
Operations via EFP

● All operations occur via CME 
Market EFP transactions.

● Ties potential Fund manipulation 
closely to the CME.

Creations and 
Redemptions

● Use o  cash creations and 
redemptions eliminates the direct 
arbitra e between unre ulated 
spot markets and the Fund's 
Market Price.

● Investment in physical bitcoin is 
not directly related to creations 
or redemptions.

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Would a potential manipulator have to trade on that re ulated market? Answer: Yes. 



Is the Fund the dominant influence 
on prices in that market?

Question 3



Proposed Chan es

In the Teucrium Order, the Commission stated: 

● “the CME bitcoin utures market has su ficiently 
developed to support ETPs seekin  exposure to 
bitcoin by holdin  CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts" 
and 

● the Commission has not “observed any disruption to 
or dominant influence rom Bitcoin Futures ETFs on 
settlement prices, spreads or roll costs o  CME 
bitcoin utures contracts." 

Question 3

Is the Fund the dominant influence on prices in that market?
Answer: The CME market is su ficiently developed to support this product.

The CME bitcoin utures market has rown si nificantly since the Teucrium Order on 
April 6, 2022, with Open Interest rowin  almost 50%. This is makin  it even less 
likely tradin  in this ETP would be a predominant influence on CME prices.



Proposed Chan es Question 3Is the Fund the dominant influence on prices in that market? Answer: The CME market is su ficiently developed.

Since the Teucrium Order, the CME bitcoin futures market has grown significantly. 

Chica o Mercantile Exchan e Bitcoin Futures

April, 
2022

September, 
2023

Growth 
(%)

Avera e Daily 
Tradin  Volume 36,965 BTC 47,675 BTC 29%

Open Interest 50,595 BTC 75,030 BTC 48%



Proposed Chan es Question 3Is the Fund the dominant influence on prices in that market? Answer: The CME market is su ficiently developed.

We believe it is unlikely that trading in the Fund would be the 
predominant influence on prices on the CME Market.

Limited influence o  bitcoin 
utures ETPs on CME

● Re erence to the Teucrium Order: No 
observed disruption or dominant 
influence o  bitcoin utures ETPs on 
CME bitcoin utures prices.

Market-neutral EFP 
transactions

● EFP transactions are 
market-neutral, with pricin  
influenced solely by the 
orward curve.

Investment strate y reduces recurrent 
tradin  activity and price pressure
● Rollover operations will be minimized, reducin  re ular 

tradin  activity on CME.
● The Fund may adjust tradin  based on si nificant price 

shi ts or on the structure o  the orward curve, 
especially durin  si nificant contan o/backwardation.

● Typically, the Fund will trade counter to the structure o  
the orward curve, bein  a net seller o  utures in 
contan o and net buyer in backwardation.

The addition o  physical bitcoin to the Fund’s holdin s, usin  EFP transactions on the CME Market, does not 
si nificantly alter the influence o  the Fund’s tradin  on the CME Market or the ollowin  three reasons.



Conclusion



Conclusion

A novel, investor-centric approach 
to bitcoin price exposure
We believe the unique features of our 
filing address the Commission’s market 
manipulation concerns and will 
provide major safeguards for investors.

Since 2018, Hashdex has worked hard to 
provide investors access to the crypto 
ecosystem through best-in-class, 
regulated products. 

We greatly appreciate the Commission’s 
work to understand the impact of these 
products on investors, and look forward 
to continuing this important dialogue.

● The CME Bitcoin Futures Market is the relevant market 
or the proposed ETP.  It’s the only market where the 

Fund trades its non-cash assets is the only market used 
or pricin  determination and creation/redemptions.

● It is very likely that a would-be manipulator o  the 
proposed ETP would have to trade on the CME Bitcoin 
Futures market.

● The CME Bitcoin Futures market has rown si nificantly, 
makin  it ar less likely that tradin  in this ETP would be 
a predominant influence on prices o  CME.



Thank you!



Appendix



SEC guidance for approval of 
spot commodity ETPs

Commodity ETPs

Two-pron ed standard: To assess this interrelationship, the Commission has 
interpreted “si nificant market” and “market o  si nificant size” to include a 
market (or roup o  markets) as to which:

1. There is a reasonable likelihood that a person attemptin  to manipulate 
the ETP would also have to trade on that market to success ully 
manipulate the ETP, such that a surveillance-sharin  a reement would 
assist the ETP listin  market in detectin  and deterrin  misconduct; and

2. It is unlikely that tradin  in the ETP would be the predominant influence 
on prices in that re ulated market with which the surveillance sharin  
a reement exists.

An exchan e that seeks to list a 
commodity-based ETP can meet its 
obli ations under Exchan e Act Section 
6(b)(5) by demonstratin  that it has a 
comprehensive surveillance-sharin  
a reement with a re ulated market o  
si nificant size related to the underlyin  
or re erence commodity.

The Commission previously stated that 
“the interpretation o  the term market o  
si nificant size depends on the 
interrelationship between the market 
with which the listin  exchan e has a 
surveillance-sharin  a reement and the 
proposed ETP.”

For spot bitcoin ETPs, the Commission previously explained that the “lead-la ” 
relationship between the bitcoin utures market and the spot market is central to 
understandin  the first pron . With respect to the second pron , the Commission’s 
prior analysis has ocused on the potential size and liquidity o  the re ulated ETP 
compared to the size and liquidity o  the market with which the surveillance-sharin  
a reement exists.



Commodity ETPs

In its “Teucrium Order” approvin  a proposed rule chan e by 
NYSE Arca to list and trade shares o  a und holdin  bitcoin 
utures, the SEC stated that, i  the proposed “si nificant” 

re ulated market (in that case, the Chica o Mercantile 
Exchan e, “CME”) with which the listin  exchan e has a 
surveillance-sharin  a reement is “the same market” on 
which the ETP trades its non-cash assets, then:

It is unnecessary or the listin  exchan e to establish a 
reasonable likelihood that a would-be manipulator would 
have to trade on the CME to manipulate the proposed 
ETP (first pron ), and

It is unnecessary to establish a "lead-la " relationship 
between CME and non-CME markets.

SEC guidance for approval of 
trading bitcoin futures ETPs

The Commission also stated in the Teucrium Order that 
“the CME bitcoin utures market has su ficiently 
developed to support ETPs seekin  exposure to bitcoin 
by holdin  CME Bitcoin Futures Contracts" and that 
"the Commission has not observed any disruption to or 
dominant influence rom the Bitcoin Futures ETFs on 
settlement prices, spreads or roll costs o  CME bitcoin 
utures contracts" (second pron ).

There ore, or a bitcoin spot ETP, where the listin  
exchan e has a surveillance-sharin  a reement with 
the same market on which the ETP trades its non-cash 
assets, the listin  exchan e is not required to 
separately establish the first pron  o  the “si nificant 
market” test.



This material expresses Hashdex Asset Mana ement Ltd. and its subsidiaries and a filiates (“Hashdex”)'s opinion or 
in ormational purposes only and does not consider the investment objectives, financial situation or individual needs o  one or a 
particular roup o  investors. We recommend consultin  specialized pro essionals or investment decisions. Investors are advised 
to care ully read the prospectus or re ulations be ore investin  their unds. The in ormation and conclusions contained in this 
material may be chan ed at any time, without prior notice. Nothin  contained herein constitutes an o er, solicitation or 
recommendation re ardin  any investment mana ement product or service. This in ormation is not directed at or intended or 
distribution to or use by any person or entity located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use 
would be contrary to applicable law or re ulation or which would subject Hashdex to any re istration or licensin  requirements 
within such jurisdiction. No part o  this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any orm by any means or (ii) 
redistributed without the prior written consent o  Hashdex. By receivin  or reviewin  this material, you a ree that this material is 
confidential intellectual property o  Hashdex and that you will not directly or indirectly copy, modi y, recast, publish or 
redistribute this material and the in ormation therein, in whole or in part, or otherwise make any commercial use o  this material 
without Hashdex’s prior written consent. 

Investment in any investment vehicle and cryptoassets is hi hly speculative and is not intended as a complete investment 
pro ram. It is desi ned only or sophisticated persons who can bear the economic risk o  the loss o  their entire investment and 
who have limited need or liquidity in their investment. There can be no assurance that the investment vehicles will achieve its 
investment objective or return any capital. No uarantee or representation is made that Hashdex’s investment strate y, includin , 
without limitation, its business and investment objectives, diversification strate ies or risk monitorin  oals, will be success ul, 
and investment results may vary substantially over time. Nothin  herein is intended to imply that the Hashdex s investment 
methodolo y or that investin  any o  the protocols or tokens listed in the In ormation may be considered “conservative,” “sa e,” 
“risk ree,” or “risk averse.”

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, char es and expenses care ully be ore investin . For a prospectus or 
summary prospectus with this and other in ormation about the Fund, please visit https://www.hashdex-et s.com/. Read the 
prospectus care ully be ore investin .

Bitcoin Risks 

Bitcoin and bitcoin utures are a relatively new asset class and the market or bitcoin is subject to rapid chan es and uncertainty. 
Bitcoin and bitcoin utures are subject to unique and substantial risks, includin  si nificant price volatility and lack o  liquidity. 
The value o  an investment in the ETF could decline si nificantly and without warnin , includin  to zero. You should be prepared 
to lose your entire investment. The ETF does not invest directly in or hold bitcoin. The price and per ormance o  bitcoin utures 
should be expected to di er rom the current “spot” price o  bitcoin. These di erences could be si nificant. Bitcoin utures are 
subject to mar in requirements, collateral requirements and other limits that may prevent the ETF rom achievin  its objective. 
Mar in requirements or utures and costs associated with rollin  (buyin  and sellin ) utures may have a ne ative impact on the 
und’s per ormance and its ability to achieve its investment objective. Bitcoin is lar ely unre ulated and bitcoin investments may 

be more susceptible to raud and manipulation than more re ulated investments. Bitcoin and bitcoin utures are subject to rapid 
price swin s, includin  as a result o  actions and statements by influencers and the media. 

Futures Risk

Commodities and utures investin  is enerally volatile and risky which may not be suitable or all investors. Futures may be 
a ected by Backwardation: a market condition in which a utures price is lower in the distant delivery months than in the near 
delivery months. As a result, the und may benefit because it would be sellin  more expensive contracts and buyin  less 
expensive ones on an on oin  basis; and Contan o: A condition in which distant delivery prices or utures exceeds spot prices, 
o ten due to costs o  storin  and inurin  the underlyin  commodity. Opposite o  backwardation. As a result, the Fund’s total 
return may be lower than mi ht otherwise be the case because it would be sellin  less expensive contracts and buyin  more 
expensive one. 

- Commodities and utures enerally are volatile, and instruments whose underlyin  investments include commodities and utures are not 
suitable or all investors. 

- This material must be preceded or accompanied by a prospectus. Please read the prospectus care ully be ore investin .

- The Fund is a commodity pool re ulated by the Commodity Futures Tradin  Commission.

- The Fund, which is an exchan e-traded product (ETP), is not a mutual und or any other type o  investment company within the meanin  o  the 
Investment Company Act o  1940, as amended, and is not subject to re ulation thereunder. An ETP re ers to a financial product that is publicly 
trade like a bond in the stock market. ETPs o er a cost-e ective and sa e way to diversi y an investment port olio by acquirin  exposure to an 
index or asset class.

- Because the Fund will invest primarily in BITCOIN utures contracts and other derivative instruments based on the price o  BITCOIN, an 
investment in the Fund will subject the investor to the risks o  the BITCOIN market, and this could result in substantial fluctuations in the price 
o  the Fund’s shares.

- Shares o  the Fund are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”), may lose value and have no bank uarantee. 

- Unlike mutual unds, the Fund enerally will not distribute dividends to its shareholders.

Investors may choose to use the Fund as a means o  investin  indirectly in bitcoin, and there are risks involved in such investments.

This material is not an o er or solicitation o  any kind to buy or sell any securities outside o  the United States o  America.

Hashdex Asset Mana ement Ltd. and its a filiates (‘Hashdex’) is providin  this website or in ormation purposes online to sophisticated 
prospective investors with respect to a potential interest in subscribin  shares (‘Shares’) o  the Hashdex Bitcoin Futures ETF (the "Fund"). The 
Fund is a commodity pool that issues Shares that may be purchased and sold on NYSE Arca. The Fund’s investment objective is or chan es in 
the Shares’ NAV to reflect the daily chan es o  the price o  the Benchmark, less expenses rom the Fund’s operations. Under normal market 
conditions, the Fund invests in Benchmark Component Futures Contracts and cash and cash equivalents. Because the Fund’s investment 
objective is to track the price o  the Benchmark by investin  in Benchmark Futures Contracts rather than bitcoin, chan es in the price o  the 
Shares will vary rom chan es in the spot price o  bitcoin. The Fund will invest in BTC Contracts and MBT Contracts to the extent necessary to 
achieve maximum exposure to the bitcoin utures market. Because the Fund’s investment objective is to track the price o  the Benchmark by 
investin  in Benchmark Futures Contracts rather than bitcoin, chan es in the price o  the Shares will vary rom chan es in the spot price o  
bitcoin.

The Fund employs Foreside Fund Services, LLC as the Distributor or the Fund. The Distribution Services A reement amon  the Distributor, the 
Sponsor, and the Trust calls or the Distributor to work with the Custodian in connection with the receipt and processin  o  orders or Creation 
Baskets and Redemption Baskets and the review and approval o  all Fund sales literature and advertisin  material. The Distributor’s principal 
business address is Three Canal Plaza, Suite 100, Portland, Maine 04101. The Distributor is a broker-dealer re istered with the U.S. Securities 
and Exchan e Commission (“SEC”) and a member o  FINRA.

The Fund is a series o  the Teucrium Commodity Trust (the "Trust"). The sponsor to the Fund is Teucrium Tradin , LLC (the "Sponsor"), which 
receives a mana ement ee. The Sponsor is re istered as a commodity pool operator ("CPO") and a commodity tradin  adviser ("CTA") with the 
Commodity Futures Tradin  Commission ("CFTC") and is a member o  the National Futures Association ("NFA"). Hashdex Asset Mana ement 
Ltd. ("Hashdex") will serve as the Fund&#39;s Di ital Asset Adviser and will assist the Sponsor and Marketin  A ents with research and 
investment analysis re ardin  bitcoin and bitcoin markets or use in the marketin  o  the Fund. Hashdex will also provide the Fund with 
marketin  services includin , but not limited to, brandin , the issuance o  press releases, preparation o  website data content, holdin  
promotional webinars and en a in  in promotional activities throu h social media outlets.

Hashdex has no responsibility or the investment or mana ement o  the Fund investment port olio or or the overall per ormance or operation 
o  the Fund. 

For more in ormation pertainin  to the relationship o  companies involved in the Fund please read the prospectus.

Disclaimer
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